Although it is known that immune system activation can impair cognition, no study to date has linked cognitive deficits during acute neuroinflammation to dysregulation of task-relevant neuronal ensemble activity. Here, we assessed both neural circuit activity and context discrimination memory retrieval, in a within-subjects design, of male rats given systemic administration of saline or lipopolysaccharide (LPS). Rats were exposed over several days to two similar contexts: one of which was paired with weak foot shock and the other was not. After reaching criteria for discriminative freezing, rats were given systemic LPS or saline injection and tested for retrieval of context discrimination 6 h later. Importantly, LPS administration produced an acute neuroinflammatory response in dorsal hippocampus at this time (as assessed by elevation of proinflammatory cytokine mRNA levels) and abolished retrieval of the previously acquired discrimination. The impact of neuroinflammation on hippocampal CA3 and CA1 neural circuit activity was assessed using the Arc/ Homer1a cellular analysis of temporal activity by fluorescence in situ hybridization imaging method. Whereas the saline-treated subjects discriminated and had low overlap of hippocampal ensembles activated in the two contexts, LPS-treated subjects did not discriminate and had greater ensemble overlap (i.e., reduced orthogonalization). Additionally, retrieval of standard contextual fear conditioning, which does not require context discrimination, was not affected by pretesting LPS administration. Together, the behavioral and circuit analyses data provide compelling evidence that LPS administration impairs context discrimination memory by disrupting cellular pattern separation processes within the hippocampus, thus linking acute neuroinflammation to disruption of specific neural circuit functions and cognitive impairment.
Introduction
During neuroinflammation, elevated brain cytokine levels can mediate sickness behaviors and alter cognitive processes (Dantzer et al., 2008) . Memory impairments and increased cytokine expression are observed in humans with such disorders as multiple sclerosis, Alzheimer's disease, and cancer (Huijbregts et al., 2004; Meyers et al., 2005; Guerreiro et al., 2007) . To abrogate cognitive deficits associated with neuroinflammation, we need to understand how cytokines affect brain function at behavioral, cellular, and neural circuit levels.
At the behavioral level, systemic administration of the bacterial endotoxin lipopolysaccharide (LPS) increases brain expression of proinflammatory cytokines interleukin-1␤ (IL-1␤), interleukin-6 (IL-6), and tumor necrosis factor-␣ (TNF-␣) (Layé et al., 1994) and disrupts hippocampus-dependent memory tasks, including contextual, but not cued, fear conditioning and the spatial version of the Morris water maze (Pugh et al., 1998; Shaw et al., 2001) . At the cellular level, long-term potentiation (LTP), AMPA receptor trafficking, and glutamate release can all be affected by the actions of proinflammatory cytokines (O'Connor and Coogan, 1999; Albensi and Mattson, 2000; D'Arcangelo et al., 2000; Beattie et al., 2002) . Data from these in vitro studies demonstrate that cytokines can affect cell signaling pathways and synaptic plasticity and thus may be responsible for cognitive dysfunction after immune system activation in vivo.
Despite strong support for immune modulation of behavioral and cellular function, remarkably little is known about what effect elevated brain cytokine expression might have on neural circuit activity. Cognitive processes arise from the activity and interactions of distinct neural circuits. Therefore, to understand how and why neuroinflammation impairs cognition, it is important to know whether and how cytokines alter neural circuit activity. We examined the effect of acute neuroinflammation on context discrimination memory and neural circuit activity in the hippocampus. Context discrimination is strongly dependent on the hippocampus (Frankland et al., 1998) and is thought to be facilitated by pattern separation, a neural computation in which two similar input patterns are made more orthogonal (dissimilar) as output patterns McHugh et al., 2007) . At a neural level, the strongest pattern separation is thought to be accomplished through the use of two distinct (nonoverlapping) neuronal ensembles to encode the two experiences.
We tested the hypothesis that acute neuroinflammation impairs cognition by disrupting neuronal circuit activity using a context discrimination conditioning paradigm, in which rats acquire a discriminative fear response between two similar environments. After reaching the predetermined discrimination criterion, LPS or sterile saline (SAL) was administered systemically before a retrieval test. After testing, brain sections were analyzed by Arc/Homer1a (H1a) cellular analysis of temporal activity by fluorescence in situ hybridization (catFISH), an immediate-early gene (IEG) imaging method used to compare hippocampal neuronal ensemble responses to two experiences (Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004) . The utility of Arc/H1a catFISH is attributable to the fact that transcriptional activation of the IEGs Arc and H1a occurs in neuronal ensembles in a context-specific manner. This integrative approach using a within-subjects design enabled us to link cognitive deficits at the behavioral level with alterations in the neural circuit activity level during acute neuroinflammation.
Materials and Methods
Subjects. Seventy-nine male Sprague Dawley rats (Charles River Laboratories) weighing 250 -275 g at the time of arrival served as subjects. All animals were individually housed in a temperature-controlled vivarium maintained on a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 6:00 A.M.). All subjects had access to food and water ad libitum throughout the duration of the experiment and were handled 2 min/d for 5 d before the start of the experiment. On each day before training, all animals were transported to a holding room and allowed to sit undisturbed for 2 h. All procedures complied with National Institutes of Health guidelines and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, Irvine.
Systemic drug administration and dosage. In the present study, rats were injected with either SAL (0.9%) or LPS (167 g/kg, i.p.; 100,000 EU/mg; lot #028K4090; Sigma). This dose of LPS was chosen because it is within the range of doses (100 -250 g/kg) used previously in other studies examining the effect of LPS on learning and has been shown to inhibit LTP but not affect exploratory behavior (Pugh et al., 1998; Shaw et al., 2001 Shaw et al., , 2005 Hennigan et al., 2007; Bassi et al., 2012) . Injections for all subjects were given from 8:00 A.M. to 11:30 A.M.
Quantitative real-time PCR. To determine peak levels of cytokine expression (IL-1␤, IL-6, and TNF-␣) in dorsal hippocampus, subjects were injected with SAL (0.9%) or LPS (167 g/kg, i.p., Sigma) and killed 3, 6, or 9 h later (n ϭ 3 per group). Separate subjects serving as home-cage control subjects were removed from their home cage and killed without receiving any injections (n ϭ 4). For all subjects, the brain was removed after rapid decapitation and flash frozen in isopentane. The brains were then stored at Ϫ80°C until processed.
Total RNA was isolated using chloroform/isopropanol extraction from tissue punches of dorsal hippocampus. RNA was purified using the RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen), and RNA purity was assessed using the ratio of absorbance at 260/280 and 260/230 nm (Pearl; Implen). Total RNA (1 g) was reverse transcribed using the RT 2 First Strand cDNA Synthesis kit (SABiosciences). Quantitative real-time PCR was performed in an Eppendorf Mastercycler using the SYBR Green Master Mix (SABiosciences). The primers used were rat ␤-actin, IL-1␤, IL-6, and TNF-␣ (SABiosciences). Each sample was run in duplicate per gene of interest.
Relative quantification of mRNA was determined using the ⌬⌬C T method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001) . Briefly, the duplicate values of threshold cycle (C T , cycle at which sample reached the threshold fluorescence level) for each sample were averaged. Mean C T values for actin, the endogenous control, were subtracted from the mean C T values of the gene of interest for each subject and served as the ⌬C T . The mean ⌬C T from the home-cage control group served as the calibrator and was subtracted from the ⌬C T of the remaining subjects (⌬⌬C T ). The fold change in the expression of the gene of interest, normalized to the endogenous control (actin), was then determined using the formula 2 Ϫ⌬⌬ C T . The fold change values were then averaged for each of the respective groups.
Apparatus. Two similar but distinct chambers, each housed within a sound-attenuating chamber in the same room, were used for context discrimination conditioning. These chambers were the same size (30.5 ϫ 25.4 ϫ 30.5 cm) and cleaned with the same cleaning solution (10% ethanol). The two key differences were as follows: (1) context A had a grid floor, whereas context AЈ had a flat surface; and (2) context AЈ had a pair of opposing walls in the shape of a slight "A" frame, whereas context A had only one wall at an angle for an asymmetric configuration. The floor of context A consists of 18 steel rods wired to a shock generator (Coulbourn Instruments) for delivery of footshock. Both chambers were constantly lit. Only context A was used for the single session of standard context fear conditioning.
Context discrimination conditioning. The contextual discrimination conditioning paradigm used was based on one that results in conditioned freezing to a specific context paired with shock (Fanselow and Helmstetter, 1988) . Each subject was carried from its home cage into an adjacent room and placed into two similar behavioral chambers (A and AЈ) daily for 3 min each. The order of context presentation was pseudorandom and separated by 22 min (i.e., the second presentation occurred 25 min after the start of the first presentation). A single brief and weak footshock (0.5 mA, 1 s) was presented daily after 3 min in context A but not context AЈ. Subjects were removed from the chamber 20 s after the footshock presentation. Contextual fear was assessed by freezing, defined as a rigid posture and lack of movement except for that requiring respiration. Subjects were trained to criterion, defined by Ն25% freezing in context A and Յ10% context AЈ for 2 consecutive days with the order of context presentation counterbalanced. One day after reaching criteria, which took 6 -9 d, the bacterial endotoxin LPS (167 g/kg, i.p.; n ϭ 9) or SAL (n ϭ 8) was administered, and subjects were tested 6 h later. Testing consisted of 3 min 20 s in context AЈ followed 22 min later by 5 min in context A, and the animals were killed immediately after testing (see Fig.  3 ). No shock was presented in context A during testing to ensure that any findings from cell activity data were attributable to the context and not the shock presentation itself. Subjects were exposed to context A for 5 min instead of 3 min during testing to ensure maximal activation of Arc Pevzner et al., 2012) . A separate group of rats (n ϭ 4) received a single exposure (SE) to contexts AЈ and A, in the same manner as during the testing session described above, and were immediately killed. This was done to assess the initial overlap of activated neuronal ensembles in the hippocampus for the two similar contexts before repeated exposure and behavioral training to the contexts. An additional four subjects were killed directly from their home cage to establish baseline levels of IEG expression.
Because LPS can induce sickness behaviors, including lethargy (Dantzer et al., 2008) , which could confound interpretations of freezing behavior, we ran additional subjects that were exposed to contexts A and AЈ daily but never shocked. These subjects were then injected with SAL (n ϭ 3) or LPS (n ϭ 4) and tested the same day as their cohorts who had been trained in context discrimination conditioning.
Context fear conditioning. Separate subjects were trained in one training session of context fear conditioning and tested 24 h later. Subjects were placed into context A (the same conditioning chamber used in context discrimination conditioning) for 6 min, with 3 footshocks (1 mA, 2 s) presented after the first 3 min, with a 1 min interval between each shock presentation. Subjects were injected with SAL (n ϭ 9) or LPS (n ϭ 11), 6 h before testing the following day, which consisted of being placed into context A for a 5 min testing session with no shock presentation. Freezing was observed by an experimenter blind to the subjects' condition.
Tissue processing. Immediately after testing, rats were placed in a sealed container containing isoflurane (to produce unconsciousness within 15 s) and then decapitated. Brains were rapidly removed, flash frozen in an isopentane chamber immersed in a dry ice/ethanol bath (approxi-mately Ϫ50°C), and stored at Ϫ80°C. The frozen brains were then cryosectioned into 20-m-thick sections using a cryostat and mounted onto slides, with all experimental groups represented on each slide to help control for slide-to-slide variation.
Arc/H1a catFISH. Arc/H1a catFISH was used to visualize and compare neural circuit activity in CA3 and CA1 during testing. This imaging method exploits the precise temporal dynamics of transcription and processing of specific IEGs to allow researchers to infer the activity history of single neurons for two discrete behavioral epochs. Transcriptional activation of Arc and H1a is coincident in single neurons in the CA3 and CA1 subfields of the hippocampus (Vazdarjanova et al., 2002 Although the dentate gyrus (DG), CA3, and CA1 are all thought to be involved in pattern separation (McNaughton and Morris, 1987; Leutgeb et al., 2007; McHugh et al., 2007) , we were unable to use Arc/H1a catFISH to assess ensemble activity in DG during testing in the present study for several reasons. First, there is prolonged transcription of Arc in granule cells in the DG (Ramirez-Amaya et al., 2013 ) that prevents us from differentiating which cells were activated during the different behavioral epochs. Although it is possible to use an alternative IEG imaging approach more appropriate for the DG (Satvat et al., 2011) , there are still important technical issues. For instance, electrophysiological data indicate that granule cells have sparse firing rates and that they can fire in multiple environments (Jung and McNaughton, 1993; Skaggs et al., 1996; Leutgeb et al., 2007; Alme et al., 2010) . Importantly, very few granule cells (ϳ2%) are active during exploration to different environments Ramirez-Amaya et al., 2006 . Therefore, because of sampling issues and the sparsity of firing, it is difficult to get conclusive data on neuronal ensemble activity in DG and is thus commonplace to examine its downstream target, CA3 (McHugh et al., 2007; Niibori et al., 2012) . Accordingly, in the present study, we used catFISH in CA3 to assess DG-CA3 circuit activity. Because CA3 and CA1 can have different neuronal ensemble dynamics (Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004) , we also looked at CA1 to determine whether any alterations in circuit activity in CA3 would be observed in its downstream target CA1, which is the main output of the hippocampus.
FISH. FISH procedures used here were described in detail previously Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004) . Briefly, Arc and H1a hapten-labeled antisense riboprobes were hybridized together with the tissue overnight. Then, the digoxigenin-labeled Arc riboprobe was detected with anti-digoxigenin-HRP conjugate (Roche) and revealed with a cyanine-3 tyramide signal amplification reagent (PerkinElmer Life and Analytical Sciences). After quenching with 2% H 2 O 2 to eliminate any residual HRP activity, the fluorescein-labeled probe targeting the 3Ј-UTR of H1a was detected with anti-fluorescein-HRP conjugate (Roche) and revealed with an FITC tyramide signal amplification kit (PerkinElmer Life and Analytical Sciences). Nuclei were counterstained with 4Ј,6Ј-diamindino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Invitrogen).
Image acquisition and analysis. All imaging and analysis for CA3 and CA1 was done by experimenters blind to experiment condition. For CA3, images from coronal sections (approximately Ϫ3.6 mm anteroposterior from bregma) from four to five slides per subject were taken using the Olympus Scanner VS110 based on a BX61VS upright microscope with a 20ϫ apochromatic objective (numerical aperture 0.75). VS110 scanner software was used to create a virtual Z image of CA3. This method ensured that we assessed cell activity within all of CA3, with a mean Ϯ SEM of 1009.23 Ϯ 51.83 and range of 425-1482 total cells counted per subject (Table 1) . First, neuronal nuclei, defined as the large, diffusely stained nuclei, were selected. Neither partial cells nor non-neuronal cells, defined as small cells with a ϳ5 m diameter and brightly stained nuclei, were counted to minimize sampling error. Then a threshold detection was used to determine whether cells were negative (no transcription foci), Arc ϩ (containing only Arc transcription foci), H1a ϩ (containing only H1a transcription foci), or Arc/H1a ϩ (containing transcription foci for Arc and H1a) (NIH ImageJ).
The cell layer in CA1 has a high density, and thus the aforementioned imaging and cell counting method would not yield accurate measurements. Therefore, we took confocal image stacks of CA1 from coronal sections (approximately Ϫ3.6 mm anteroposterior from bregma). They were collected at a Z frequency of 1 m with a Zeiss Axiovert 200M inverted microscope using a 20ϫ apochromat objective (numerical aperture 0.8), a CARVII spinning disk confocal unit (BD Biosciences), a CCD camera (ORCA ERII; Hamamatsu), and MetaMorph imaging software (Molecular Devices). For each rat, image stacks for three nonoverlapping fields from CA1 were acquired per slide for four or five slides, allowing for random sampling of labeled cells in CA1. Cell counting for Arc/H1a catFISH was performed as described previously (Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004) . Briefly, we counted neuronal nuclei in the median 20% of each stack, to minimize sampling error attributable to partial cells. The mean Ϯ SEM number of cells for CA1 was 1158.73 Ϯ 77.02 per rat, and the range was 588 -1816 (Table 1 ). An experimenter blind to behavioral conditions of the subjects selected cells as being negative (no transcription foci), Arc ϩ (containing only Arc transcription foci), H1a 
Results
Time course of cytokine expression in dorsal hippocampus after systemic LPS administration Rats were injected (intraperitoneally) with LPS (167 g/kg) or SAL and then killed 3, 6, or 9 h later (n ϭ 3 per group) for assessment of the temporal expression of cytokines in the dorsal hippocampus. We calculated the fold increase in mRNA relative to uninjected home-cage control subjects (n ϭ 4) for the cytokines IL-1␤, TNF-␣, and IL-6, with ␤-actin serving as a housekeeping control gene (Fig. 1) . Two-way ANOVAs were used for , and total cells were used to calculate the proportion of cells active during each of the context presentations and the similarity scores for individual subjects (presented in Fig. 6 ). CC, Untrained caged control subjects.
statistical analysis, with condition (SAL vs LPS) and time point (3, 6, or 9 h) as the between-subjects factors.
Collectively, there was an overall increase in cytokine expression after administration of this low dose of LPS. For IL-1␤, a two-way ANOVA revealed a main effect of condition (F (1,17) ϭ 35.35, p Ͻ 0.001) and time point (F (2,17) ϭ 7.86, p ϭ 0.013), as well as a significant interaction (F (2,17) ϭ 6.72, p ϭ 0.019). There was a robust increase in IL-1␤ mRNA expression in dorsal hippocampus in subjects that received LPS compared with SAL 3 and 6 h after injection but not 9 h later (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͻ 0.05). For TNF-␣, there was a main effect for condition (F (1,17) ϭ 13.72, p ϭ 0.004) and time point (F (2,17) ϭ 12.83, p ϭ 0.002), as well as a significant interaction (F (2,17) ϭ 6.31, p ϭ 0.017). Although there was an overall increase in TNF-␣ mRNA expression in dorsal hippocampus in subjects that received LPS compared with SAL, the groups were only significantly different from each other 6 h after injection (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͻ 0.05). For IL-6, there was a main effect of condition (F (1,17) ϭ 25.87, p Ͻ 0.001) and time point (F (2,17) ϭ 10.13, p ϭ 0.004), as well as a significant interaction (F (2,17) ϭ 14.12, p ϭ 0.001), with elevated IL-6 mRNA expression 3 and 6 h after LPS administration (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͻ 0.05. The peak expression was at 6 h for IL-1␤ and TNF-␣ and 3 h for IL-6 ( p Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 1) . None of the cytokines measured were elevated 9 h after LPS injections. Because there was a robust and significant 8-to-10-fold increase in all three cytokines 6 h after LPS injections, this time point was used to examine the effect of acute neuroinflammation on context memory retrieval and neural circuit activity.
Acute neuroinflammation impaired context discrimination
Subjects were trained in a context discrimination conditioning task in which they were placed into contexts A and AЈ daily (Fig. 2) . They were presented with a brief, mild footshock in context A but not AЈ and trained until they reached discrimination criterion (Ͼ25% freezing in context A and Ͻ10% in context AЈ for 2 consecutive days). Figure 2b shows the mean Ϯ SEM percentage freezing for all subjects up to and including reaching criterion, before pretesting administration of SAL or LPS. The range for individual subjects reaching criterion was 6 -9 d, with different subjects receiving injections of SAL (n ϭ 8) or LPS (n ϭ 9) and testing on days 7-10. There were some subjects that, despite training, did not discriminate between contexts and were assigned to the nondiscrimination group (ND; n ϭ 5) and tested (without any injections) on the same days as SAL and LPS subjects.
During the last day of training, a two-way ANOVA revealed a main effect of context (F (1,43) ϭ 13.46, p Ͻ 0.001) and a Figure 1 . Cytokine expression in dorsal hippocampus after systemic LPS administration. Mean fold increase (ϮSEM) in mRNA expression relative to actin and home-cage control subjects (n ϭ 4) for proinflammatory cytokines in dorsal hippocampus 3, 6, or 9 h after intraperitoneal injections of SAL or LPS (n ϭ 3 per group). a, There was a robust increase in IL-1␤ mRNA expression in dorsal hippocampus after LPS administration 3 and 6 h after injection but not 9 h later. b, TNF-␣ mRNA levels were significantly elevated in LPS compared with SAL subjects only at the 6 h time point. c, Similar to IL-1␤, IL-6 mRNA expression in dorsal hippocampus was significantly higher in LPS-treated rats 3 and 6 h after injection but not 9 h later. *p Ͻ 0.05.
Figure 2.
Context discrimination conditioning is intact before systemic LPS administration. a, Subjects (n ϭ 22) were placed into contexts A and AЈ daily in a pseudorandomized order and received a footshock in context A but not context AЈ. b, After several days, subjects began to exhibit discriminative freezing to context A. c, The mean Ϯ SEM percentage freezing during the last day of training. Subjects assigned to receive LPS (n ϭ 9) or SAL (n ϭ 8) the following day exhibited significantly more freezing in context A than context AЈ, whereas ND subjects (n ϭ 5) did not. d, A discrimination ratio [(% time freezing in A Ϫ AЈ)/(% time freezing in A ϩ AЈ)] was calculated for the last day of training. The LPS and SAL groups had significantly higher discrimination ratios than the ND group but did not differ from one another. Therefore, with the exception of the ND group, all subjects reliably expressed robust discriminative conditioning by the end of training, regardless of whether they were assigned to receive systemic administration of SAL or LPS before testing. *p Ͻ 0.05. significant interaction (F (2,43) ϭ 3.87, p ϭ 0.029) but not a main effect for condition (F (1,93) ϭ 1.39, p ϭ 0.16). Subjects assigned to receive LPS or SAL the following day before testing exhibited significantly more freezing in context A than context AЈ, whereas ND subjects did not exhibit a significant difference in freezing to the two contexts and froze significantly more than SAL or LPS subjects in context AЈ (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 2c) .
A discrimination ratio [(% time freezing in A Ϫ AЈ)/(% time freezing in A ϩ AЈ)] was calculated for the last day of training. A one-way ANOVA revealed a main effect for condition (F (2,21) ϭ 9.26, p ϭ 0.002), with a significantly higher discrimination ratio in the LPS and SAL groups than the ND group (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͻ 0.05) but no difference between LPS and SAL (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͼ 0.05; Fig. 2d ). Therefore, with the exception of the ND group, all subjects reliably expressed robust discriminative conditioning, indicating that the task was well learned before systemic administration of SAL or LPS and testing.
Context discrimination testing occurred 24 h after the last day of training, with LPS or SAL injections administered 6 h before testing (Fig. 3a) . A two-way ANOVA revealed a significant interaction (F (2,43) ϭ 4.79, p ϭ 0.014) but not a main effect for condition (F (2,43) ϭ 0.394, p ϭ 0.677) nor a main effect for context (F (1,43) ϭ 1.75, p ϭ 0.193). SAL subjects continued to freeze significantly more in context A than context AЈ (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͻ 0.05), whereas groups LPS and ND did not (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͼ 0.05; Fig. 3b ). Additionally, although there were no significant group differences in freezing to context A, LPS and ND subjects exhibited significantly more freezing in context AЈ than SAL subjects (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͻ 0.05). There was a main effect for discrimination ratio during testing (F (2,21) ϭ 15.82, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 3c) , with a significantly higher discrimination ratio in the SAL group than the LPS and ND groups (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͻ 0.05), which were not different from each other (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͼ 0.05). Therefore, systemic administration of LPS disrupted the retrieval of context discrimination memory.
It is noteworthy to point out that, although all subjects in the SAL group exhibited higher freezing in context A than context AЈ during testing, individual subjects in both the LPS and ND groups froze either in both contexts A and AЈ or in neither of the contexts (Fig. 3d) . Thus, although all LPS subjects expressed an inability to discriminate, some generalized to the context paired with shock, whereas others generalized to the context that was not paired with shock. This is important because, at specific doses, LPS can induce lethargy and hypoactivity (Henry et al., 2008) , which can be problematic when using freezing as an index of learning. However, the low dose of LPS administered in the present study did not affect locomotor activity or exploration. If LPS attenuated locomotor activity, then all subjects injected with LPS should have exhibited high levels of freezing or hypoactivity Figure 3 . Acute neuroinflammation dramatically impaired context discrimination. a, Experimental design for testing. b, The mean Ϯ SEM percentage freezing during testing. SAL subjects (n ϭ 8) exhibited significantly more freezing in context A than context AЈ during testing, whereas LPS (n ϭ 9) and ND (n ϭ 5) subjects did not. c, The discrimination ratio during testing was significantly higher in the SAL group than the LPS and ND groups, which did not differ from each other. d, Freezing scores for individual subjects in contexts A and AЈ. All subjects in the SAL group exhibited higher freezing in context A than context AЈ during testing, whereas individual subjects in both the LPS and ND groups froze either in both contexts A and AЈ or in neither context A nor context AЈ. *p Ͻ 0.05. Figure 4 . LPS administration did not affect locomotor activity or retrieval of strong simple context fear conditioning. a, Mean Ϯ SEM percentage freezing during testing for subjects exposed to environments A and AЈ daily but never presented with a footshock. They were tested on the same day as subjects trained in context discrimination conditioning and injected (intraperitoneally) with SAL (n ϭ 3) or LPS (n ϭ 4) 6 h before testing. Neither group exhibited high levels of freezing to either context during testing, indicating that LPS administration did not decrease levels of locomotor activity or exploration. b, Mean Ϯ SEM percentage freezing during testing for subjects trained in a single context fear conditioning session and administered SAL or LPS 6 h before a 5 min testing session in the training context. Both SAL-and LPS-treated rats exhibited a robust level of freezing during testing, indicating that acute neuroinflammation did not disrupt the retrieval of simple context fear conditioning.
in both contexts. Additionally, separate subjects that were exposed to both contexts daily but never shocked were injected with SAL (n ϭ 3; NS SAL) or LPS (n ϭ 4; NS LPS) and tested on the same day as trained subjects. These subjects did not exhibit freezing or hypoactivity during testing (Fig. 4a) , supporting the notion that any observed behavioral differences in trained (i.e., shocked) LPS subjects was not attributable to lethargy or any other nonspecific effect of LPS on locomotor activity. Because LPS administration can also disrupt motivation (Henry et al., 2008) , which could interfere with the ability to express a fear response, separate subjects were trained in one 6 min session of a contextual fear conditioning paradigm consisting of three footshocks (1 mA, 2 s) that resulted in robust conditioning. They were tested the following day 6 h after receiving intraperitoneal injections of SAL (n ϭ 9) or LPS (n ϭ 11). All subjects exhibited high levels of freezing during test, independent of whether they received SAL or LPS (t (18) ϭ 0.763, p ϭ 0.455; Fig. 4b) . Therefore, the low dose of LPS used here did not disrupt locomotor activity, motivation, or the ability to retrieve a strong fear memory but did dramatically impair context discrimination memory retrieval.
Acute neuroinflammation altered hippocampal network activity
We used Arc/H1a catFISH to visualize and compare neural circuit activity in CA3 and CA1 during testing (Fig. 5a) . A representative image of CA3 from an SAL-treated subject shows the distinct cellular patterns of IEG transcription detected using Arc/H1a cat-FISH (Fig. 5b) Figure 6 shows the percentage of nuclei active only during context AЈ exposure (H1a ϩ only), only during context A exposure (Arc ϩ only), or during exposure to both contexts (Arc/ H1a ϩ ), for CA3 (Fig. 6a) or CA1 (Fig. 6b) . A one-way ANOVA revealed a main effect for experiment group in CA3 (F (3,77) ϭ 18.71, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 6a ) and CA1 (F (3,77) ϭ 17.85, p Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 6b Figure 6 , c and d. There was a robust increase in the proportion of all H1a ϩ (CA3, F (3,25) ϭ 6.72, p ϭ 0.002; CA1, F (3,25) ϭ 9.20, p ϭ 0.002) and all Arc ϩ (CA3, F (3,25) ϭ 14.58, p Ͻ 0.001; CA1, F (3,25) ϭ 10.71, p Ͻ 0.001) cells in the trained groups relative to untrained home-cage control subjects but no significant differences in the proportion of cells with Arc ϩ or H1a ϩ foci in CA3 or CA1 among the trained groups (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͼ 0.05), demonstrating that immune challenge did not disrupt IEG transcription in CA3 or CA1.
To assess ensemble overlap in the different treatment groups, it is necessary to normalize the raw cell count values because the chance overlap varies depending on total activity, which differs among subjects within and between groups. Accordingly, a similarity score was calculated for each subject, allowing a direct comparison of neuronal ensemble overlap independent of overall activity levels (Vazdarjanova and Guzowski, 2004; Burke et al., 2005; Rosi et al., 2009; Niibori et al., 2012) . The values of negative, Arc ϩ , H1a ϩ , and Arc/H1a ϩ cell proportions were used to compute the similarity score, which takes into account the actual proportions and probability of cells active during the two behavioral epochs for individual subjects. A similarity score of 0 indicates two statistically independent populations, and a value of 1 indicates a single neuronal population activated during both be- havioral epochs (context presentations). Thus, subjects that discriminated between contexts would likely have lower similarity scores, i.e., less overlap in neuronal ensembles, than subjects that generalized. The similarity score measures for CA3 and CA1 are shown in Figure 6 , e and f. A oneway ANOVA revealed a main effect for experimental group in CA3 (F (2,21) ϭ 6.72, p ϭ 0.006) and CA1 (F (2,21) ϭ 9.31, p ϭ 0.002). Specifically, the similarity scores for LPS and ND were significantly higher than SAL (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͻ 0.05) but were not different from each other (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͼ 0.05) for both hippocampus subfields. Therefore, both LPS and ND subjects, which did not discriminate between contexts A and AЈ, had a greater overlap in hippocampal neuronal ensembles in both CA3 and CA1 than SAL subjects that did discriminate. Additionally, a direct comparison between LPS and SAL groups only also revealed a significant difference in similarity score for both CA3 (t (15) ϭ 3.37, p ϭ 0.004) and CA1 (t (15) ϭ 3.62, p ϭ 0.002). Collectively, these data indicate the following: (1) there is a link between neuronal ensemble activity in the hippocampus and context discrimination; and (2) acute neuroinflammation did not disrupt transcriptional activation of hippocampal neurons but did alter the specific neuronal ensembles activated during exposure to behaviorally relevant contexts.
CA1 neuronal ensemble activity after a single exposure to contexts A and A does not differ from trained LPStreated subjects
In an independent experiment, separate rats were given a single exposure to environments A and AЈ (group SE; n ϭ 4). The contexts and behavioral protocol were the same as the testing session for the aforementioned context discrimination conditioning paradigm. We used Arc/H1a ϩ catFISH to assess neural circuit activity in CA1 to determine the initial overlap in hippocampal neuronal ensembles to these two similar contexts before context discrimination conditioning. The proportion of CA1 neurons active during exposure to context AЈ (H1a ϩ and Arc/ H1a ϩ , 22.8 Ϯ 0.61%, mean Ϯ SEM) and context A (Arc ϩ and Arc/H1a ϩ , 20.78 Ϯ 0.96%, mean Ϯ SEM) were not significantly different from those in the SAL, LPS, and ND groups in the context discrimination conditioning experiment (all H1a ϩ , F (3,25) ϭ 1.61, p ϭ 0.215; all Arc ϩ , F (3,25) ϭ 1.29, p ϭ 0.30). There was a significant difference in similarity score measure for CA1 ensembles of rats in the SE, SAL, and LPS groups (F (2,20) ϭ 9.631, p ϭ 0.001). Specifically, the similarity score for rats after a single exposure to contexts A and AЈ was significantly higher than trained SAL subjects (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͻ 0.05) but not different from the nondiscriminating LPS subjects (Holm-Sidak test, p Ͻ 0.05; Fig. 7) . The difference in similarity scores between the SE and trained, discriminating SAL groups supports the notion that there is an active process that increases orthogonalization for the ensemble representations of contexts A and AЈ over the course of training in context discrimination conditioning. In contrast, the similarity scores for the SE and LPS rats were indistinguishable. Although these data are from separate experiments, There was a robust increase in the proportion of cells with Arc ϩ and H1a ϩ foci in trained subjects compared with home-cage controls (n ϭ 4) in both hippocampal subfields, with no significant differences among the trained groups. A similarity score was calculated for each subject, with a value of 0 indicating two statistically independent populations and a value of 1 indicating a single neuronal population activated during both context presentations. The similarity scores for LPS (n ϭ 9) and ND (n ϭ 5) subjects were significantly higher than SAL subjects (n ϭ 8) in both CA3 (e) and CA1 (f ). These data suggest that acute neuroinflammation degrades the orthogonal representation in CA3 and CA1 to distinct but similar contexts. *p Ͻ 0.05. CC, Untrained caged control subjects.
they raise the intriguing possibility that the neuronal ensembles for contexts A and AЈ in the hippocampus of LPS rats were similar to SAL subjects at the end of training (before LPS administration) but that they returned to their initial level of overlap (similarity score after SE) during acute neuroinflammation. Collectively, the cell activity data suggest that the orthogonal CA1 and CA3 ensembles for contexts A and AЈ in the SAL rats support context discrimination and that acute neuroinflammation impairs this pattern separation process, thus abolishing discrimination in the LPStreated rats (Fig. 8 ).
Discussion
Our data provide compelling support for a dynamic interaction between immune system activation, neural circuit activity, and cognitive function. Systemic LPS administration robustly impaired retrieval of previously learned context discrimination and reduced orthogonalization of neuronal ensembles in the hippocampus. Importantly, this occurred when levels of IL-1␤, TNF-␣, and IL-6 were elevated in dorsal hippocampus, a structure needed for context discrimination (Frankland et al., 1998; Parsons and Otto, 2008) . Together, these data indicate that neuroinflammation impairs a specific computational process-pattern separation-required for behavioral context discrimination.
Although there is evidence that proinflammatory cytokines, including IL-1␤, contribute to normal neural function under basal conditions (Yirmiya and Goshen, 2011) , pathological cytokine levels can produce memory deficits (Oitzl et al., 1993; Gibertini et al., 1995) . Notably, the forms of memory sensitive to disruption by immunogenic stimuli tend to be hippocampus dependent, such as the spatial water maze task (Gibertini et al., 1995; Arai et al., 2001; Shaw et al., 2001 ) and contextual, but not cued, fear conditioning (Pugh et al., 1998; Barrientos et al., 2002; Thomson and Sutherland, 2005) . Most studies on the effects of inflammation on cognition have examined the effect on memory acquisition or consolidation. In contrast, there are relatively few reports on whether neuroinflammation affects memory retrieval. However, patients with immune disorders, including multiple sclerosis or HIV, can have problems with memory retrieval independent of acquisition or consolidation deficits (Thornton et al., 2002; Woods et al., 2007) . As such, memory retrieval problems caused by acute neuroinflammation can be as disruptive to cognitive function as acquisition or consolidation deficits. Therefore, the consequence of neuroinflammation on memory retrieval needs additional elucidation.
Determining the specific nature of cognitive dysfunction during neuroinflammation is difficult, especially because many immune disorders result in chronically elevated cytokine levels. By using an acute immune challenge, we can eliminate some of the problems associated with chronic inflammation and dissect the effect of immune activation on different memory stages. Still, sickness behaviors arising from acute neuroinflammation may confound the interpretation of behavior during retrieval. For instance, at specific doses, LPS can induce lethargy and hypoactivity (Henry et al., 2008) , which can be problematic when using freezing as an index of learning. However, the low dose of LPS used here did not affect locomotor activity or exploration (Fig. 4a) . Furthermore, rats trained in standard context fear conditioning and administered LPS before retrieval exhibited robust freezing during testing (Fig. 4b) , suggesting that this low dose of LPS leaves motivational processes necessary for the fear response intact. Therefore, this acute low dose of LPS enabled us to examine the effect of immune activation on retrieval of context discrimination memory. Here, to the best of our knowledge, we provide the first evidence of a dramatic impairment in the retrieval of a well learned context discrimination task during acute neuroinflammation.
Whereas a similar dose of LPS given immediately after context fear conditioning impairs memory consolidation (Pugh et al., 1998) , our findings reveal a critical sensitivity in retrieval of context discrimination but not standard context fear conditioning. The apparent disparity between the effect of LPS on context fear conditioning in these studies indicates that LPSinduced neuroinflammation differentially affects molecular mechanisms necessary for consolidation versus retrieval. For example, systemic LPS administration (Kranjac et al., 2012) or direct intrahippocampal injection of IL-1␤ leads to downregulation of BDNF (Barrientos et al., 2004) , a molecule strongly linked to consolidation of LTP (Bramham and Messaoudi, 2005) within the hippocampus. As such, neuroinflammation could specifically disrupt LTP-like processes needed during the consolidation period separate from processes required for retrieval.
Similar to the lack of effect of LPS on retrieval of context fear conditioning observed here, others have reported intact working memory during retrieval of a spatial alternation task after systemic LPS administration (Field et al., 2012; Griffin et al., 2013) . These data suggest that neuroinflammation does not impair previously consolidated memories, yet we observed a robust impairment in context discrimination retrieval. Why would LPS administration impair retrieval of one form of hippocampusdependent memory and not another? One explanation for this discrepancy lies in the nature of the computation needed to perform retrieval in these different behavioral paradigms. Context discrimination conditioning taxes the ability to discriminate between two similar contexts sharing many features and requires a Figure 7 . Similarity score for CA1 neuronal ensembles after a single exposure to the two training contexts does not differ from LPS-treated subjects. The similarity scores from SAL and LPS subjects from the context discrimination conditioning experiment (right of the dashed line) and from a group that received a single exposure to contexts AЈ and A (without footshock presentation) from a separate experiment. SE rats had a higher similarity score compared with trained SAL subjects that exhibited robust context discrimination, indicating that hippocampal neuronal ensembles are actively orthogonalized as a consequence of training. The similarity scores for LPS rats that were impaired in context discrimination and SE rats did not differ, suggesting that neuroinflammation impaired pattern separation processes in the hippocampus.
computational process that context fear conditioning does not, namely pattern separation.
The ability to form or retrieve discrete representations, which is necessary for successful context discrimination, is thought to occur via pattern separation processes. Through the use of context discrimination conditioning and Arc/ H1a catFISH imaging, we linked hippocampal neural circuit function to context memory discrimination. Control subjects had low CA3 and CA1 similarity scores and robust discrimination, consistent with the notion that pattern separation at the neural level underlies context discrimination at the behavioral level. Conversely, LPS administration resulted in significantly higher CA3 and CA1 similarity scores, indicating a greater overlap in neuronal ensembles activated in contexts A and AЈ. This difference arose although both groups experienced the same context exposures and the same number, duration, and intensity of shock presentations. The only difference was whether they were injected with SAL or LPS before testing, which did not affect the overall proportions of neurons expressing Arc and H1a but did alter the pattern of IEG expression in neuronal ensembles activated by exposure to different contexts. Notably, both LPS and ND subjects had significantly higher similarity scores than SAL subjects, and neither group behaviorally discriminated. Thus, the context discrimination deficit during acute neuroinflammation is likely attributable to the degradation of the orthogonal CA1 and CA3 representations for the distinct, but similar, contexts (i.e., impaired pattern separation), leading to context generalization (Fig. 8) .
In the present study, we observed a greater overlap in neuronal ensemble activity in both CA3 and CA1 of LPS-treated rats, suggesting that neuroinflammation disrupts circuit function within both subfields. Although we could not use Arc/H1a cat-FISH to assess circuit activity in DG (see Materials and Methods), we focused on CA3 because DG projects to CA3 and both regions have been implicated in pattern separation (Leutgeb et al., 2007) . For example, reducing adult neurogenesis in DG impairs orthogonalization of similar (but not dissimilar) contexts in CA3 (Niibori et al., 2012) . Given the high density of cytokine receptors in DG (Lechan et al., 1990; Schöbitz et al., 1992) , a strong possibility is that altered granule cell activity attributable to neuroinflammation may be responsible for the disruption in neural circuit activity in CA3 and CA1. The output from CA3 is passed to CA1, which, ultimately, is the main output of the hippocampus, and subtle changes in neural circuit activity could potentially have dramatic effects on behavior, as demonstrated here. Alternatively, cortical inputs coming into the hippocampus may be altered, thus affecting both CA3 and CA1, or neural processing within CA3 may be disrupted and this altered signal is sent to CA1, which cannot "correct" it. Future studies will be required to differentiate between these potential network level explanations for the observed altered CA3 and CA1 ensemble activity.
The current findings are partially consistent with a previous study using Arc catFISH in which LPS disrupted circuit activity in CA3 but not CA1 (Rosi et al., 2009) . Given the large number of differences in these studies with respect to LPS dose, route of administration (intracerebroventricular vs intraperitoneal), timing (chronic vs acute), and behavior (encoding of two novel neutral contexts vs retrieval of well learned context discrimination), it is difficult to reconcile the apparent discrepancy observed in CA1. However, both studies show a clear effect of LPS on neuronal ensemble activation in CA3, further supporting a susceptibility of hippocampal processing to neuroinflammation. Nonetheless, the data presented here are the first to show that hippocampal circuit activity and context discrimination memory can be significantly altered after mild acute neuroinflammation.
Some researchers have posited that information-processing circuits in the hippocampus change with age (Wilson et al., 2006) . Consistent with that notion, there is a decline in pattern separation activity within aged humans using fMRI (Yassa et al., 2011) , potentially explaining why older people have difficulty learning new information and only remember gist information. Importantly, there is an increase in neuroinflammation attributable to aging that coincides with cognitive decline (Yaffe et al., 2003; Sparkman and Johnson, 2008; Burton and Johnson, 2012) . Together with the present study, these data suggest that inflammation may affect cognition by altering activity of specific neural circuits. Moreover, the current findings show that dysregulation of specific neural circuits can occur even in transient neuroinflammation, in the absence of gross changes in integrity of gray or white matter.
Our findings indicate that low-level neuroinflammation impairs memory retrieval functions that specifically require pattern separation. By assessing the impact of an immune challenge on both behavior and neural circuit activity, this study advances understanding of the dynamic interaction between the immune and nervous systems. This integrative approach can be used to further answer questions regarding the effect of chronic versus acute immune activation, how neuroinflammation affects other memory processes, and, importantly, if blocking the immune response in the brain can restore cell network activity and cognitive function.
